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Love is all you need, mixed media on canvas, 124 x 119 cm, 2015 



Photographer and Karachiite Adeela 
Badshah recently had a chat with British 
artist Dom Pattinson, at Zebra One 
Gallery, London, UK about his upcoming 
exhibition at Sanat Gallery, Karachi, 
Pakistan and all things Dom. Known for 
works with 'sassy and provocative imag-
ery', Pattinson is one of urban art's most 
thrilling talents.

You've had solo shows in NYC, LA, and 
London over the past year and now you 
have an upcoming show at the Sanat  
Gallery in Karachi. Why Karachi ? 

Let's start at the beginning; about a year 
ago, I started off on a personal project 
inspired by the 12 tasks of Hercules. The 
aim was to help as many people around the 
world as possible i.e. working with a lot of 
smaller human rights charities over the 
course of 2 years. The first of these pieces 
was a life size, brightly coloured baby 
elephant sculpture. Placed outside Wash-
ington Square Park in Manhattan on Valen-
tine's Day, this piece titled 'Irrelephant' 
commented on the homophobic attitude 
that many people still hold.

Since then I've been doing odd bits and 
pieces such as distributing free works of art 
to homeless New Yorkers to exchange for 
hot meals at various food vendors. The 
exchanged art was later auctioned off for 
Haiti Children's Appeal. I have also raised 
money for the Ebola crisis, domestically 
abused wives in Brazil, and for the Interna-
tional Rescue Committee. People say chari-
ty begins at home, I say the earth is my 
home and having raised money across the 
world for various charities, Karachi is the 
next step amongst the 12 tasks.
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Stand proud, stand out I, mixed media on canvas, 124 x 119 cm, 2016



And what message do you hope to convey to 
the audience there?

My work has always been about hope, 
love, happiness and peace and that is the 
exact message I am going to be taking to 
Karachi; that we are all just humans on the 
same planet.

Have you made pieces specific to Karachi, or 
do you feel the kind of work you do is 
relatable across cultures? 

Yes, I think it is relatable across cultures. 
That is the point of art; it is something that 
transcends borders. A Picasso in Russia is a 
Picasso in America. I would not like to paint 
a collection that was particularly specific to 

When Sanat Initiative from Karachi contact-
ed me, I felt this was an excellent opportuni-
ty to take up. The only thing I knew about 
Karachi at the time was media led i.e. 
honour killings, gang related crimes and 
being labelled as a terrorist city. So I began 
doing research in depth and found it to be 
an amazing place. It's an incredibly vibrant 
and cosmopolitan city! Yes there is a big 
divide between the rich and poor, but there

 
is a big onus on helping and educating the 
poor, especially children. I came across the 
work that Azad Foundation has been doing 
with the street kids of Karachi and realised 
that this is not just an opportunity for me but 
for the rest of the world to rethink their 
image of the city. It is a place that needs to 
be discovered! 



Karachi, or Britain or any other place. I 
have made a new collection of works for 
Karachi, but it is not specific to the City.

Karachi is a city full of hate graffiti and 
political slogans. Recently many artists have 
begun to reclaim these walls with messages 
of hope, positivity and political/cultural 
awakenings. Would you ever consider 
taking your work to the streets of Karachi? 
To reach a wider, economically diverse 
audience?

Yes of course! I think your question explains 
it really well; Pakistan is ready to embrace 
the rest of the world. The younger genera-
tion are thinking of hope rather than hatred 
and taking matters in their own hands. It's a 

natural progression. People are fed up of 
this hatred and they want to move forward 
and I think being in Karachi at this particu-
lar moment is a groundbreaking thing for 
me to do; it's like being in Berlin when the 
wall came down. That was an important 
moment in time and in history, and just like 
that the younger generation in Pakistan are 
making history by saying they want more 
than this, that there is a big world out there 
they want to embrace and are inviting the 
world to embrace them. 

So, what themes does your work usually 
revolve around?

My work revolves around human rights 
while evoking a sense of peace, hope, 
love and happiness but I wouldn't want to  
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You make me smile, mixed media on paper, 107 x 76 cm, 2016 



emotions or experiences I have felt are not 
much different than anyone else's. I never 
expect people to walk into a gallery and go 
I love all of it, I like people to come in and 
say I like that because they connected with 
it emotionally.

Has politics ever played a role in your 
work? Will it at some point?

No, I don't think politics will play a part in 
my work. I don't believe in spouting my own 
political ideas on a canvas, plus I have a 
pretty firm view about politics itself i.e. if I'm 
really hungry and I go to the pub and all 
there is, is dog turd to eat, I lose my appe-
tite.

How did your style of work evolve to the 
point it is today?

As a student, while pursuing a degree in art, 
my work was geometric abstract involving 

 

be known for just a particular painting, 
theme or style of work. This is why I work 
with animals, children and women in my 
paintings alongside sculpture. It's all 
constantly developing and evolving.

What inspires and affects that?

My work is like my daily visual diary, the 
things that affect it are the things I see, hear 

and experience during the course of the 
day or week which make an impact on me; 
it is why the work is always evolving. If 
people actually knew me they would be 
able to see a snippet of my life on the 
canvas and reflect it back to the experienc-
es I have had. I have had some amazing 
emails and messages from people in 
response to my work, because the daily 



stencil techniques similar to Frank Stella and 
Vanessa Jackson. Over time, my work 
slowly evolved thematically and emotional-
ly. After visiting Northern Ireland in the late 
80s/early 90s and being inspired by street 
art produced by Sinn Fein supporters, I 
realised the power this genre of art could 
evoke and began to bring that into my 
work.

With consistent sold out shows all over the 
world, you now have quite the celebrity 
following from George Clooney to Victoria 
Beckham, how does it feel? Does it in 
anyway affect the way you work now? 

I get excited when anybody buys one of my 

pieces, beyond that it doesn't really affect 
me. When celebrities purchase my paint-
ings all it does is alter the public's percep-
tion of me. I never get to meet any of them 
and nine times out of ten I read about it in 
the press.

What's next for Dom Pattinson?

In the summer, myself and a group of 
friends and artists are going on a road trip 
across America, working along the iconic 
Route 66 from Chicago all the way to L.A. 
where we'll finish the tour with an exhibi-
tion. On the way we'll be driving through 
little villages, doing paintings on canvases 
and documenting the tour via live stream-
ing. It's going to be like Jackass meets 
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Spinal Tap all the while doing something 
positive. We've got an RV and I'm going 
over soon to paint it. I've been actively 
working with some street artists there, to 
help them establish themselves and I'm 
hoping this tour materialises involving them 
as well. It's still work in progress but the 
prospects are exciting!

If you were to give any advice to emerging 
talent, especially in developing cities like 
Karachi which have a recently booming 
creative industry, what would it be?

It's all well and good painting what you 
want to paint but you have got to consider 
yourself a business at the end of the day. 



You have to figure out who you're appeal-
ing to believe in what you're doing. If you 
get kicked down, and you're going to get 
kicked down alot, you've got to be 
prepared to get back up again. You have to 

learn how to take criticism and persevere.  
It is also extremely important to find the 
right gallery to work with. A good gallery 
will have an eclectic mix of work and 
doesn't limit you to a specific audience. 
Working with Zebra One Gallery in London 
has given me the opportunity to showcase 
along the likes of Picasso and Henry Moore 
and opened the doors to my paintings 
beyond just the urban art market. 



In it together, mixed media on paper, 107 x 76 cm, 2016 



Dom Pattinsonʼs solo at Sanat 
Gallery, Karachi
Shanzay Subzwari

It may be clichéd and a bit overstated to 
say that art has the power to change the 
world, but, keeping the emphasis of that 
statement aside, no one can deny the fact 
that artʼs power lies in its ability to make 
people ponder. And while art through the 
years has been criticized for having devel-
oped as a medium shown in high-end 
galleries and museums for the elite to 
applaud the ʻartistic geniusʼ of artists and 
extract ʻintellectualʼ meaning in their works 
that may or may not exist, the truth is that 
this is not always the case. Many artistic 
movements have, in fact, been aimed at the 
public - the ordinary man.

British artist Dom Pattinsonʼs work emerges 
from one such movement: street art (or 
urban art). For those who donʼt know, 
ʻstreetʼ artists attempt to have their work 
communicate with everyday people about 
socially relevant themes, and challenging 
art by situating it in non-art contexts - most 
commonly, the walls of public areas. 

The origins of street art date back to New 
York's graffiti boom, which matured in the 
1970s, and peaked in the 1980s with spray 
painted subway train murals. Progressing 
from purely text, visually conceptual street 
art developed, with punk rock music also 

playing an instrumental role in its evolution.
 
But what is street art meant for? The objec-
tives of the artists differ as much as their 
imagery does. While some street artists 
carry out ʻsmart vandalismʼ to raise aware-
ness of social and political issues, others 
enjoy the challenges and risks that are 
associated with installing illicit artwork in 
public places - (apart from in certain desig-
nated areas recently established worldwide, 
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street art is considered illegal). Most 
commonly, street art is the acknowledge-
ment by artists of their right to use public 
spaces to reach out to a much broader 
audience than traditional artwork and 
galleries would normally allow.

Of course there exists, very strongly, in 
street artists the need to ʻexpress 
themselvesʼ unabashedly, and many, thus, 
choose to remain anonymous while carry-
ing out their art quickly and remain on the 
low (hence often using quick-drying spray 
cans and stencils). In its imagery, street art 
contains a strong current of activism, 
subversion and political expression for the 
oppressed. A major example includes 

Germany's infamous Berlin Wall that, 
during its existence, was a common target 
of impassioned artists.

Some street artists have earned internation-
al attention for their work and have made a 
transition from the urban to the mainstream 
art world - some, while continuing to 
produce art on the streets. While Shepard 
Fairey's street posters of Barack Obama 
were used in the presidential campaign, 
Banksyʼs satirical street art has been 
featured on streets, walls, and bridges of 
cities throughout the world. 

Dom Pattinson is one such street artist, who 
has been creating meaningful art with 



printmaking and painting by capturing the 

essence of daily regimes, peppered with 

satirical and idealistic imagery. Born in 

1969, Pattinson followed his passion for art 

through his education by gaining a BA Hons 

at the Winchester School of Art and an MA 

at the Glasgow School of Art. Training as 

an artist after leaving college, he found 

himself working in the craft of boat building, 

where he showcased his craftsman skills on 

the set of the James Bond film ʻCasino 

Royaleʼ. After visiting Northern Ireland 

when Pattinson was younger, he discovered 

the raw urban art on the walls, unfolding 

stories of everyday people, objects and 

events. It was this inspiration, which led to 

the development of his unique style of 

art-making.

The artist reveals that his works are more 

like his daily diary - things he sees, hears, 

etc. An important consideration by him is to 

convey emotions and recollections of his 

childhood, while hoping people would 

connect to the works at their own level. 

While appearing at first as simple, colourful 

pieces that are easily relatable, an in depth 

look reveals satire and deeper meanings in 

his work - of course, the interpretation of 

which, would be subjective to each viewer.

Pattinsonʼs pieces are a delight to the eyes. 

Often, in his work, are seen images of 

children, animals and weapons (toys or real 

ones), as in the case of his canvas and 

paper works displayed at Sanat Gallery. 

According to the artist, he aims to promote 

peace and hope through his works. But with 

Pattinsonʼs pieces that have children, or the 

human body, as their subjects, one cannot 

help but notice that they contain overtones 

that resonate with the current political and 

social scenario worldwide. He seems to 

amplify the urgency of the scenario and 

how far things have gone.

Irrelevant elephant is a piece that displays 

an elephant spraying out a rainbow from its 

tusk with a pink heart framing its ear - perhaps 

speaking about queer pride? Coming 

through breaks borders of the canvas by 

showcasing a ferocious, albeit colourful 

leopard punching through the paper, giving 

the work a 3D-like quality. Love is all you 

need displays a ʻhipsterʼ cow with round 

glasses and heavy beads reminiscent of the 

70s, with the words ʻLOVEʼ in the 

background.

Loves great loss depicts a child playing a 

violin with ʻKingʼ cards in the background. 

The sound of the violin is often melancholy 

and makes on question, what is it this ʻlossʼ 

the boy is mourning?

We are what you make us depicts a world-

wide problem - an innocent, happy child 

playing with a toy cannon with a ʻpeaceʼ 



Loves great loss, mixed media on paper, 107 x 76 cm, 2015
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sign in the background. This interesting 

juxtaposition reveals the quick association 

of children with violence and stereotypes 

created due to the media, as well as the 

hypocrisy of governments that begin devas-

tating wars in the name of peace.

Till death do us part depicts, framed in a 

heart, two men attached together with 

pistols. While, at first, this seems to be a 

violent image laced with the illusion of love, 

it can also be read as two people in a bond 

to keep each other away from hurting 

others, as with the fused pistol heads.

In it together seems like an innocent depic-

tion of children playing in the bathtub, but 

with the current alarming refugee crisis one 

cannot help but be reminded of certain 

childrenʼs lives and their unfortunate associ-

ation with large expanses of sea, with no 

refuge in sight.

While Smells like rain depicts a girl smelling 

a flower, it reminds us of the little pleasures 

of life that are taken away from so many 

children all over the world. Perhaps it is 

these small things that make the essence of 

life.

While they contain their own details, the 

loose quickness of spray paint and stenciling 



are quite a contrast to traditional painting 

or miniature paintings seen in Pakistan; a 

breath of fresh air. Pattinson creates an 

interesting relationship between line and 

three-dimensionality that gives an air of 

informality while also revealing pertinent 

ideas.

In Pakistan, too, street art has developed 

beyond the unpleasant graffitied walls that 

mostly contain political slogans and hatred. 

However, while artists developing their own 

street art practice like Sanki King are few, 

street art practice like Sanki King are few, 

organizations such as ʻI AM Karachiʼ and 

ʻStreet Art Pakistanʼ have been taking 

permissions from legal authorities and 

reforming Pakistanʼs walls by painting them 

with positive themes depicting colorful 

stories of Pakistan. These organizations are 

more of a reaction against the general 

publicʼs graffitied expressions on the walls, 

which are mostly unsightly and have little 

visual effect and meaning. However, if done 

right, street art can have a profound 

impact.

As for its power, Pattinson feels street art 

gives an individual a chance to speak out 

loud their thoughts, opinions and views that 

would normally be unheard. Heʼs right - who 

can deny the power of visuals? The artist 

also feels that, like advertising and 

billboards, street art gives an opportunity to 

artists to be seen and recognized before 

attempting gallery representation. Howev-

er, he feels that, sadly, many street artists 

today are using the street as their canvas 

purely to make themselves recognized, 

which is why it is beginning to lose the 

power that it once represented: the silent 

voice of a disgruntled youth.
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About Dom
Refining and nourishing his unpolished 
creativity as a younger man, Dom attended 
Winchester School of Art and graduated 
with a BA (Hons) and his post-graduate 
education saw him matriculate to the 
Glasgow School of Art to study for an MA 
which stoked a pursuit for a creative outlet 
and a platform from which to convey a very 
personal message.

Domʼs predominant influences are two-fold. 
He spent a length of time as a student living 
in the Soviet Union and was immersed in 
the propaganda art in which Russia was 
imbedded, and then Northern Ireland, 
where he witnessed young Sinn Fein 
activists with heightened emotions, which 
were expressed with politically motivated 
public displays – street art in its rawest 
form. Dom “realised that love and hate 
were different sides of the same coin” and it 
was this concept of conflicted emotion that 
reminded him of the strife of teenage-hood; 
his and his own children.

Seeing the irony in watching his daughters 
grow from sweetness into women-hood, 
through emotional trauma, and not being 
able to control it, plays a pivotal role in his 
work. This is amplified by his ten years of 
turbulence he experienced as a teacher. 
Teaching allowed relationships with teenag-
ers other than his own to form, from whom 
he draws stories and emotions and consoli-
dates the dilemmas his own children faced, 
which conceptually flourishes into some of 
his best work to-date.

As Urban Art is fast becoming popular; the 
marriage between Street Art and universal-
ly digestible fine art is blurred with Domʼs 
original thought and application of mixed 
media on canvas and paper. His art 
transcends the exponential, mode-de-jour of 
the Graffiti Art Movement of recent years 
because his pieces inherently omit the 

bounds that street art in public areas 
impose; his art is produced on traditional 
material and is found hanging on walls in 
homes, galleries and private collections. It 
is this highly personal approach that sets 
him apart.

Dom creates sassy, provocative imagery 
that connects with everyone on different 
levels – a fundamental pillar of Urban Art. 
His work is often comprised of repeated 
stencil patterns using a pastel palette 
contrasted with bold black, interspersed 
with bursts of flavorsome color. Experimen-
tation with printmaking, stenciling, 
spray-painting, collage and acrylics help 
him to capture his muse, which is nothing 
more than everyday life.

Domʼs paintings merge concepts laced with 
reminiscent connotations of wayward 
teenage-hood, with poetic motifs which 
more often than not, boast a wily and 
daring satire.
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